
BEGINNER TRICEP WORKOUT 

EXPERIENCE LEVEL; 0-6 MONTHS OR LESS OF CONSISTENT STRENGTH TRAINING  

FEMALE 

GYM WORKOUT 

PURPOSE: TO LEARN BASIC STRENGTH MOVEMENTS AND MUSCULAR CONTROL 

1) Lying EZ bar Extensions aka “skullcrushers” or “nosebreakers”  

Execution: begin with a flat bench and an ez bar(which is just the slightly curved bar)and pick a 

weight light enough to master correct form. With your back flat on the bench, hips down and 

feet planted; hold the bar with an overhand grip slightly less narrow than shoulder width. The 

bar should sit easily in your hands. Keeping your upper arms(portion from shoulder to elbow) 

steady ONLY bend at the elbow and lower the bar to your forehead or just slightly behind your 

head, then push back up through the same range of motion and stop and hold for a brief 

moment at the top of the motion before repeating for another rep. 

2) Seated Overhead Dumbbell Extension on physioball 

Execution: While sitting on a physioball( this forces you to exaggerate good posture and form or 

else the ball will move on you), one arm at a time, take a dumbbell light enough to master this 

form. Hold the dumbbell straight up in the air. Lower the dumbbell behind your head by bending 

ONLY at the elbow keeping your upper arm close to your ears as possible. Once your lower arm 

is all the way lowered push back up and hold the dumbbell at top of motion for a brief second 

before repeating for another rep. Repeat on opposite arm. 

3) Cable Rope Pushdowns 

Execution: At a pulley machine, attach the double ended rope handle and grab the rope with a 

hammer position(neutral). Keeping elbows tight against your sides and body, pushdown only by 

straightening the elbows and squeeze at the bottom of the rep. Then bring the rope back up by 

letting the elbows bend back up. Then repeat 

 

The Breakdown 

 

1) Lying Ez Bar extensions (from warmup to last set each set become slightly heavier 

choosing a weight that makes you fail at target number of reps for the working sets. For 

the warm up sets pick a weight that does not cause failure at target number however still 

requires effort on your part) (90 sec rest) 

2 warm up sets x 20, 20 

3 working sets x 15, 15, 12 

 

2) Seated over head dumbbell extension on physioball(60 sec rest) 

1 warm up x 20 

3 working sets x 15, 15, 12 



 

3) Cable Rope Pushdowns (60 sec rest) 

1 warm up x 20 

3 working sets x 15, 15, 12 

 


